
 
 
Willakuy: Tu nombre en arroz y otros cuentos 
Friday, November 1st, 2019 - 6-8pm 
4220 W. Armitage Ave - Entrance through alley 
 
Willakuy, Quechua for short story or news. 
 
Whether truth or fiction, storytelling is a constructive tool in sharing and passing down 
knowledge. Not only sharing theoretical and practical information, but storytelling has the 
capacity of evoking emotions, sensations, feelings, and reactions. Interweaving an artist talk 
with a storytelling night, this program hopes to not only aid in the exchange of knowledge 
through oral material, but also excite sensibilities and skepticism by bridging narrative building 
and art making through the act of storytelling.  
 
Bring a story to tell!  
 
Everyone is encouraged to bring a short text to read out loud or narrate a story by memory. It 
can be a personal/non-personal story, a recent/old news/magazine article, a theoretical essay, 
or an audio found online. Participants can use the library to look for text and material as well. 
There is no theme or genre. Storytellers and the Tu Nombre en Arroz artists will take turns 
reciting their chosen story to the group.  
 



Light refreshments will be served. This event is free. 
 
The space’s entrance is not wheelchair accessible 
 
Facebook opening event: https://www.facebook.com/events/1414251105418034/ 
 
For additional information please contact chuquimarca.projects@gmail.com 

 
--- 

 
Astro  (María Escudero, b. 1988) is an Ecuadorian artist experimenting with installation art in 
Chicago. Although they have an MFA Photography from SAIC, Astro distrusts images. Working 
with material as metaphor, their work centers on the absence of the female body in colonized Latin 
American history. 
  
Aida Ramirez (b. 1995, United States) is a mixed media artist with a BFA from the Maryland 
Institute College of Art (MICA). She currently lives and works in Chicago, IL, as she pursues her 
MFA from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago (SAIC). Dealing with ideas of Chicanx culture 
and her identity as a woman, Ramirez uses printed media, performance, and writing to explore 
means of defining herself.  
 
Rosalinda Cabrera (b. 1996, United States) is a kinetic artist with a BFA from SAIC. Her work 
consists of highlighting the narratives of Latinas in an attempt to replace past ideologies that have 
misrepresented them. Cabrera uses motion in her kinetic sculptures to suggest the presence of 
human emotions through storytelling. 
 
Chuquimarca is a project space and apartment library focused on the Native, Mexican, 
Caribbean, and Central and South American contemporary art and culture discourse.  
 
 
 

 
Chuquimarca 

Chuquimarca.projects@gmail.com 
4220 W. Armitage Ave. Chicago, IL 60639 

Hours: Thursday – Saturday by appointment 
Instagram / Facebook: @chuquimarca.projects 
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